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Child of the Farth, would you like to

talk about the future of war and peace?

Would you like, as I would, for

conflicts to end, for Justice to reign,

for poverty and sickness to cease?

O0:18 CANNON FIRING Would you like to put a halt to

disputes and corruption? To torture

and abuses?  To crimes and offenses?

To drug and influerKÿ peddling?

00: 28 PÿOPIE ÿ BÿZS

OF FOOD

Would you like, as I would, to see

human lives spared from catastrophe,

and the seas, rivers and lakes free

from pollution?
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00:37

00:48

CHIÿ EATING SPAGHEITI

CHILD BALANCING BARREL

Would you like, as I ÿould, to see that

all inhabitants of our planet have

enough food for nourishment, have a

roof for shelter, training and jobs to

provide for their families, as well as

enough time to dream, to broaden their

minds and to grow?

00:55 w/s UÿnmD ÿS Tnen ccÿe with me, child of the Earth,

come and experience the affairs of the

orld through the United Nations.

01:03  W/SÿÿY

01:07 PAN ÿ ASSÿ4ÿLY This is the General Assembly.  Here,

is

here to speak about their problems and

to work toget!ler to find solutions.

01:18 US PRESIDENT GECÿGE BUSH In this hall we try to solve the

problems that affect us all, that

threaten our planet, problems like

oveÿaticn and pollution that

rÿqÿct no frontiers.
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01:28

01:40

SOLDIERS DISMANTLING

WEAPONS

BAPTISM OF BABY

ne U.N. would like to see armies

transform their cannons, their guns and

their swords into carts, tools and

trucks.  So that every one on this

Earth may dream of a peaceful world in

which the fear of bombs would be

forever banished.

01:48 HEADS OF STATE, MINIÿ,

AÿBASSADCRS, ETC.

Come with me, child of the Earth, come

meet the heads of State, ministers and

ambassadors, here at the United

Nations.  Together, we will seek our

coÿzm bonds rather than our

diff--.

02:05

02:19

SECURITY C00NCIL,

C/As OF Mÿ4BIÿS

ON AÿKXmED CARS

In this room, the Security Council,

tives of every region of the

planet, s(mÿe ÿt, others

alternating, attempt to settle

conflicts and problems through

discussion rather than through war, or

send soldiers of peace, our famous blue

helmets, to help countries put down

their arms.
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02:29

02:47

02:54

HELICOPTER FLYING,

OUTDOOR MEETYNG

UN SECRETARY-GÿNERAL

MEETING WITH HIS ADVISORS

C/U HAND PICKING UP EGG

Come with me, child of the Earth, let's

listen to my advisors, who search the

world, looking for the problems of each

country, of each group, of each

region.  With their assistance, I

decide if we must send human rights

experts, or specialists to organize or

survey elections.  With the help of my

advisors, I consider econemic aid,

development proÿ and the shilm,ent

of food.  With them, I attempt to

improve conditions for women, for the

handicapped, for minorities.  And with

them, I design measures to reduce

poverty, to conquer famine, to end

epidemics.

03:10 UN SEÿGARY-GÿmRAL

AT HIS DESK

Sometimes, alone in my office, I think

about the future of our planet.  How,

for exile, we canleaveforyour

generation and forthmsethatwill

follow, a hospiÿamÿhabitable

world.

i
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03 : 23   ANTENNA Modern means allow me to monitor

changes in the enviroÿnent, e_he effects

of overpopulation, to predict natural

catastrophes.

03:31   PERFORMERS SINGING

03:38 PAN PERFORMERS SINGING Finally, I realize how music and art

must bring people together instead of

dividing thÿmÿ, unite them instead of

pitting them against one another.

03:48 CHIÿ IN

GENERAL ASS]ÿ3LY HALL

So ocme with me, child of the Earth,

come tell the countries of the world

your joys, your dreams, your hopes.

Come tell them you no longer want to

risk dying because of wars, famine, or

disease.

04:01   SOLDIERÿ

04:04   BOYÿ

Came tell us that you don't want to be

forced to become a soldier or to work

at hard labour too early in your young

life.
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04:08

04:15

c/u H aS nxn 

VOZZLE

CHILDREN WRITING

Ccÿe tell us, lastly, child of the

Earth, that you and your peers want the

right to learn to read and write, the

right to have a real education, a

decent trade, the right to have a roof

over your heads, a family, the right to

be loved.

04:25

04:30

MDNTAGE OF CHIÿ IN GA,

UN SECRETARY-GENERAL

Omre with me, child of the Earth, ccme

shake up our habits, our comfort, our

self-satisfied ways.

04:38 Z/l (ÿIILD WITH BLUE BERET By adopting the Convention on the

Rights of the Child, the General

Assembly of the United Nations has

prepared the way.

04 : 46   FADE TO BIACK

04:47 CLOSING TITLES: (ÿ4ILD OF ONE EAÿVH

BASED ON AN ORIGINAL TEXT BY GEORGES LECLERE

USIC BY PABLO CASALS

A UNITED NATIONS PRODUCTION

UNITED NATIONS 1990

05:07   IASTFRAME


